Bulloch, Georgia

The Whist League

Following is the result of the Helion Whist League contest held at Sigma Nu Hall, Monday evening, March 10th:

Kus v. Beta Theta Phi
Kingsberg and Allen for Sigma Nu, and Carr and Foret for Beta Theta Phi
Sigma Nu winning by 2 points.

XI Phi Psi vs. Phi Delta Phi—Hall and Root for XI Phi Psi and Hinsman and Nash for Phi Delta Phi winning by 2 points.

Beta Phi Delta vs. Phi Delta Phi—Wilson and Bradley for Delta Delta and Paisley and Hovey for Phi Delta Phi, giving Phi Delta Delta winning by 22 points.

A New Departure

A new departure has been instituted at Yale this year, in the formation of next fall's foot ball schedule. The policy of past years in planning the Princeton game after the Harvard contest has been abandoned. Next year the game with Princeton will be played at Princeton on November 12th. The Harvard game has correspondingly moved ahead one week, and will take place in New Haven on the 19th of the same month. For the first time in the history of foot ball Yale will play Princeton at Princeton. No extra preparations, however, will be necessary, as all the seating accommodations which were used in the Harvard-Princeton game last fall are still available.

Dr. Chase will conclude his lectures on Medical Ethics next week. These lectures have been profitable, and are prepred to be continued.

A committee has been appointed to invite the Sophomore class to the common room evening exercises. Seals will be reserved for them.

The largest crowd at a game this season attended the contest between S. U. and Will's, Tuesday afternoon. It was held under the auspices of the track team, and was a complete success financially. Although no means as interesting a game as the one played recently with Independence, the playing was of a much higher quality than both sides. The Wilton boys, judging from their success in the game some two or three weeks ago, expected rather an easy victory.

To say that the game hardly came up to these expectations is to charge it with nothing. The crowd turned out in large numbers and loudly voiced its approval of the contest. It is interesting to note that the attendance was of the highest order.

It is expected that the track team will again go into business this year, and the two sides have already been working on their new uniforms and other equipment.

The next meet will be held at Connecticut University, where the track team has already been working out the plans for the contest.

Dr. F. C. Weck, Sec'y.
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Booze Worship, Repeal and Rapture.

"Harriah for Washington's Birthday! We will have a new flag rope and a half holiday!"

Osgo Seminarian.

A Chair in Oratory.

With the passing of the annual oratorical contest, year after year, the same ancient and dry truth is again emphasized — the conspicuous lack of a chair of oratory in Iowa University; and the absolute necessity for one if we are ever to take any kind of a position in the Northern Oratorical League.

Under the circumstances, with no opportunity whatsoever to obtain any training in the delivery of oratory from the University, the contestants who will enter the oratorical contest are deserting of the greatest praise for their courage and efforts. Considering the odds that they are combating, it is indeed remarkable that the results attained are as good as they are. No one in the least desirous to detract from the well earned praise that can rightfully be bestowed on every orator that will enter our local contest.

But the fact still remains that Iowa is not a success in oratory. It is not because we lack good material, for in the kindred line of debate our record has not been duplicated by any institution in the country. The competition for places on our debating teams is intense, spirited, and participated in at one time or another, by almost every man in our debating league. The competition in oratory is like the traditional snakes in Ireland — there is no competition. In our last contest eleven orations were entered; in the preliminaries for the same competition at Michigan forty-four orations were entered, while at Minnesota forty were handed in. Truly competitive orations are invincible! But the final results, when we meet Michigan and Minnesota, can easily be judged by our past similar performances.

True as it undoubtedly is that Iowa has not the best record in the N. O. L., the question naturally arises as to why it is true. For the answer we have not far to go. When it is the notorious fact that the University does not have the suggestion of a chair in oratory there is not much incentive for any one to spend months of time in preparing a good oration only to fall through lack of training that every other school in the N. O. L. affords and encourages. When our men realize that they must combat a True-blood and a Cucumber, and then gaze mournfully around for even a titular chair of oratory in the U. S. L., no wonder that no more enter the contest. When those men who do have the courage to face such odds, and participate in our preliminary, are obliged to depend upon their friends for training, or to go to Drake, or as has actually been done, go home and have their High School teachers train them, it is a rather pathetic commentary upon the University of Iowa, that is supposed to be a leading institution in the state, at least.

Of course it would cost money to institute such a chair in N. U. I. Good things usually do cost money. We can no better get along with a cheap and facile substitute here than we can in any other department. The result of our doing so is eloquently portrayed in our past glorious conquests in this line. If Iowa can not have a proper and necessary training in oratory, we might just as well abandon a spurious semblance of "oratory"; it would certainly be better for the name and fame of S. U. I.

Catarh Cannot be Cured with local applications, as they cannot reach the seat of the disease. Catarh is a blood or constitutional disease, and in order to cure it you must take internal remedies. Hall's Catarh Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the blood and mucous membranes. Hall's Catarh Cure is not a quick medicine. It was prescribed by one of the best physicians in this country for years, and is a regular prescription. It is composed of the best known combination with the best blood purifiers, acting directly on the mucous surface. The perfect combination of the two ingredients is what produces such wonderful results in curing catarh. Send for testimonials.

Frank J. Creneck & Co. Proprietors.

Telephone 110. Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

WOOL SOAP.

This Soap is guaranteed to wash all Woolen Goods without shrinking.

Lumsden & Rumelhart, 130 S. Dubuque Street.

Just the Same.

Although I have removed my legs, my image and voice have been better preserved, and others of my organs have been renewed, so that I am able to speak and sing and to write this letter, yet I am not without my epitaph on the printing office books: I am crippled, I am a cripple. I take the same elevator or the same street-car as I did before. I do the same errands, and I go to the same restaurants.

Geo. T. Reddick.

LATEST STYLE HATS AND FURNISHING GOODS AT BLOOM & MAYER'S.

Our Spring Hats

Are now ready for Your Inspection.

FEDORA.

PEARL, CEDAR, BROWN and BLACK.

$1.00 to $3.50

STIFF HATS.

BROWN, BLACK, and CEDAR.

$1.50 to $5.00

Coast & Easley, The American Clothes.

A Striking Contrast

Is observable in the Cash Coupon System in the Laundry Business and the old Credit System.

By paying for your book in advance you receive a liberal discount and you know that your Laundry will be called for and delivered without the least chance of any error being made in charging up the account as in the old system.

Our aim is not to do the cheapest work, but the best work possible, at a reasonable profit.

You must pay for the work some time.

Why not in advance if it will save you money?

C. O. D. Laundry, KENYON & HAMM, Telephone 104.

STOP BON TON $3.50 TICKET $3.00

Johnson & Walters,

MERCHANT TAILORS.

103 N. Third Street.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

WOOL SOAP.

Lumsden & Rumelhart, 130 S. Dubuque Street.

Woolen Tailors, WEST BRANCH, IOWA.

FINE WORK A SPECIAlTY.

A moment and think of the well for.

Frank J. Creneck & Co. Proprietors.

NEAL MADSON & ON,

Merchant Tailors,

FITCH STREET.

Black, Cedar.

103 N. Third Street.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

- Hotel Albany -

23 College Street.

Good Boarding Students at Reasonable Rates.

S. G. KELLEY, Prop.

University Book Store.

TEXT BOOKS. EXAMINATION.

E. E. MORRIS & BARTZ.

Just the Same.

Although I have removed my legs, my body has been better preserved, and others of my organs have been renewed, so that I am able to speak and sing and to write this letter, yet I am not without my epitaph on the printing office books: I am crippled, I am a cripple. I take the same elevator or the same street-car as I did before. I do the same errands, and I go to the same restaurants.

Geo. T. Reddick.

THE VIDDETE-REPORTER.
Always Bright!

CAMERA
$1.00 $1.00 $1.00
You can photograph anything. Instantaneous or time exposures. We supply all apparatus, plates, chemicals, etc. just follow directions. Beware of cheap imitations. We have the best. It will be a wise present for anyone. A camera given to young boy will have a new career for life. Any child can handle it. This is a splendid odorless, pin-hole camera. 50c, $1.00, $2.00, according to size and number of plates.

AGENTS CAN MAKE MONEY.

A. H. CRAIG, Mitchell, Wis.

CAMERA
$1.00 $1.00 $1.00
If at any time within a year you desire to trade for one of our SPECIALITY cameras we will give you the full value which we have paid for it.

W. C. BLOUNT, 120 W. Gilbert, Des Moines, Iowa.

COKE DANDRUFF CURE WILL DO IT.

Plasticizing emulsion, and leading barbers and hair dressers recommend this truly wonderful and invigorating hair dressing; others say it is a real beauty for hair. It makes hair look and feel different, hair grows longer. The only dressing that requires special attention at any price. Ladies' and men's sizes. Made from cultivated and manufactured ingredients.

COKE CHEMICAL WORKS, 1727-1729 Clark St., Chicago.

Bawkeye
Job Office.
207 S. Keppler, Des Moines.

STUDENTS ATTENTION!
Our reporters have made special arrangements at the local barber shops to see that your reports are turned in on time.

We have a new method of making your reports a part of our work. This means that you will be paid better for your services while you are attending school.

Call Now.

New Livery Stable
211 South Dubuque St., you can get the best team with weight and double age of horses. Buy at all hours.

Gentle horses for ladies in-drive. Reasonable rates.

DAVE REESE & CO., Props.

Steam Dye Works
217 S. Clinton St.
CLEANING AND DYING.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

The Best.

For Sale Everywhere.

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO., BRIDGEPORT, Conn.

Send for Catalogues.

WERTS MAKES PHOTOS.

GOOD PHOTOS.

His Group is the best in the past year present show.

22 Clinton St. etc.

Burke's Restaurant
Lunches at all hours.
Oysters in Every Style.
Board $3.00 per week.

For Fine Shoes

STACHES.
17 North Delaware Street

HUSA.
The Tailor.
Suits Made to Order.
Clothing and Smoothing Nearly Done.

115 Delaware St., 95 stars.

COOPER & CO.,
Are Located at 181 Clinton St.
We make nothing but the Finest Work at Reasonable Prices.

Second Floor.

* Only Six Hours.
First National Bank
1010 City, Dows.
CAPITAL, $300,000.00.
RESERVE, $20,000.00.
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The new gymnasium will contain pants. The library is endeavoring to obtain a complete file of the Vidette-Reporter. The fact was thirty years ago under the name of The University. Any who have numbers that they are willing to contribute to the library are requested to send as a list of the same.

Amherst to have a new astronomical observatory. Callahan, of the Chicago league team, is coaching the Amherst base ball nine.

Columbia University has received a gift of $1,500 which is to be used to purchase new books for the library. Five thousand of the amount is given by President Low. The name of the donor of the book is not known.

The Pennsylvania University private telephone system connecting all the colleges with the university with the mechanical department will be completed soon. The new telephone is to be strictly for University purposes.

The Sophomore and Freshman classes at Amherst have been asked by the Faculty to pay certain bills for damages to dormitory fixtures, alleged to have been caused by members of the class during the early part of the fall term.

The University of Chicago has posted a bulletin which notifies students that it is had taste to smoke near the entrances to buildings visited by women, adding that there is no rule beyond that of courtesy and good sense.

Princess Therese, of Bavaria, daughter of the prince regent, has received the Ph. D. degree from the Munich University. Her Royal Highness, who has recently written a scientific book of travel on the Brazilian tropics, is the first lady on whom his honor has been conferred.

Johns Hopkins University, of Baltimore, is to have a new gymnasia. It will contain every modern appliance for physical culture, besides the largest base ball cage in the city, John Hopkins has been rather backward in the matter of athletics, but the new gymnasia is expected to bring out an improvement.

This is the time of year for odd papers. We are showing some excellent values from $2.50 to $4.00.—Coast & Coney.